SWIFTLANCE
A decentralized platform that link clients
and experts for online tASKS/jobs

.

Version 1.0
Version 2.0 will be released in Q1 of 2019

ABSTRACT
A secure and fast cryptocurrency built on Ethereum
protocol for payment means between clients and
experts of various online industries. This platform is
designed to eliminate high fees, Insecurity, location
barrier incurred in using other traditional
outsourcing platforms. With Blockchain and other
technology, a decentralized online job market place
is created.

INTRODUCTION
As the population of the world keeps increasing
rapidly, Millions of internet users are faced with
several projects, tasks, research, assignment that
need to be completed within a given timeframe.
Some of these users surf the web helplessly with no
precise or accurate solution to their problem!
Freelancing serve as a major source of income for
many users with skills, and knowledge of numerous
online industries. Hence, a medium is required
where these skills can be utilized judiciously and
rewarded (payment) for their effort and time.
Geographical location, means of payment,
insecurity are no barriers to user of swiftlance
Platform.

ENVIRONMENT
The ever-increasing demand for users with skills to
solve or complete online jobs/tasks birth various
platforms that serve as intermediary or meeting
place between potential clients and experts.
However, these platforms have various limitations,
some of which will be discussed in the next section.

WHAT IS A DECENTRALIZED PLATFORM?
This is a platform which transfer control from the
central body to its users. It is by no means a
centralized platform when the users have control to
freely use the platform, and not limited by high
fees.

PROBLEMS
The problem of discrimination in jobs/tasks
allocation due to location barriers, racisms. Some
traditional platforms prefer to allocate task/jobs to
users in certain countries/regions. This discourages
and limits users of the unfavoured regions
irrespective of their expertise level and exposure.
The problem of insecurity of funds and exorbitant
fees; In the case of dispute after task completion,
there are little or no way of resolution for both
parties involved.
The fees involved with transactions are often high
and even varies, which implies, the higher the job
fee (cost), the higher the fee deducted from the
users.

SOLUTION
The platform is designed in a decentralized way
with its own Token (SWL) to pay users for online
jobs successfully completed at a minimal fee, with a
fast and secure means of payment.
All users can see reviews and past works of experts
of various online industries irrespective of them
region/location, chat to negotiate and reach an
agreement before task allocation.
Online support is available to resolve any dispute
without any bias decision.

WHAT IS SWIFTLANCE?
Swiftlance is a decentralized outsourcing platform
based on Blockchain with aim of providing several
online jobs task for user with skill in various online
industries.

WHAT IS SWIFTLANCE TOKEN?
This is the token (erc 20) associated with swiftlance
platform and serve as payment option within the
platform users/community

DETAILS OF SWIFTLANCE TOKEN
Name: Swiftlance Token
Ticker: SWL
Decimal: 8
Total Supply: 8,000,000,000
Token Sale: 6,500,000,000(Indicate scale)
Price: 1 ETH = 20,000,000 SWL
Minimum purchases : 0.01 ETH

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

CONCLUSION

Swiftlance is a decentralized platform intended to
link user with skills in online jobs/tasks to their
potential clients and are rewarded for successful
task completion.
This will generally provide source of income for
millions of internet user, introduce new user to
cryptocurrency and increase mass adoption

DISCLAIMER

This white paper is prepared and compiled by
swiftlance team for descriptive and information
purpose of the overall plan of swiftlance project and
is subject to change at any time without prior
notice.
It is not a financial advice or solicitation to invest or
buy/sell cryptocurrency as it is risky due to high
volatility.

